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Abstract
The information provided in these guidelines is designed to assist us in the compilation of the proceedings. The guidelines themselves are formatted according to the printer specifications, so please follow them precisely.

Keywords
A list of key or focus terms by which your paper can be indexed.

General information

Deadline
The deadline for submission of papers is February 28th 2006.
Logistics

All papers must adhere to this format. It is strongly recommended that you use this document as a base for your paper.

The proceedings will be printed from the electronic file exactly as you submit them. Papers must have between 12 and 20 pages using this formatting, including figures, tables, references and acknowledgements (with a maximum of 10 000 words).

Page Setup

Page Size

Your page size should be set to A4 and the margins set at the following:

- Top: 30mm
- Bottom: 30mm
- Inner: 30mm
- Outer: 30mm

Page Numbers

Please do not include page numbers in your submission.

Headers and Footers

Please do not include headers or footers in your submission.

File Format

The accepted file format for preparation of the proceedings is Microsoft Word generated using Microsoft Office.

Paper Structure

Please use the embedded Word styles within the template to ensure consistent formatting.
Title of Paper

The title for your paper should be formatted with the style tainan_title (Arial font 14pt, bold, all caps, centred, indent left: 1cm, indent right: 1cm). There should be no separate title page.

Author Information

After the title, give the name and affiliation of each author including department, institution, country and email address. Use the style tainan_author (Times New Roman 11 point, centred, line spacing: 1 line, indent left: 1cm, indent right: 1cm) for the authors details, tainan_author_title (same as tainan_author + bold) for the authors names and tainan_author_title (same as tainan_author + italics) for the email addresses. Authors with the same department or centre affiliations should be listed on the same line and separated by commas with the final two authors separated by the symbol &.

Abstract

Abstracts should be no more than 500 words in length. The abstract heading "Abstract" is formatted with the style tainan_abstract_title (Times New Roman 11 point, bold, centred, line spacing: 1 line, indent left: 1cm, indent right: 1cm). It should be followed by the text of the abstract formatted with the style tainan_abstract (Times New Roman 11 point, centred, line spacing: 1 line, indent left: 1cm, indent right: 1cm).

Keywords

The keywords you specify (maximum 5) will be used to index your paper. They have to be formatted with the style tainan_keywords (Times New Roman 11pt, centred, left indent: 1cm, right indent: 1cm, line spacing: 1 line).

The heading “keywords” is formatted with the style tainan_keywords_title (same as tainan_keywords + bold).
Main Text Details

Headings

Please use no more than 2 levels of heading and ensure they are applied consistently.

The 1st level heading should use the style Heading 1 (Arial 13pt, bold, All caps, left aligned, hanging: 1cm, Outline numbered + alignment: left at 0cm + tab after 1cm).

The 2nd level heading should use the style Heading 2 (Arial 11pt, bold, italic, left aligned, hanging: 1cm, Outline numbered + alignment: left at 0cm + tab after 1cm)

Main Text

Paragraphs of the main text should be formatted with the style tainan_normal_no_indent (Times New Roman 11pt, justified, line spacing: 1.5 lines) or with the style tainan_normal (same of tainan_normal_no_indent with an indentation of 1cm of the first line) if they follow another paragraph.

Tables and Figures

All tables (Table 1) and figures (Fig. 1) included in the paper should be labelled and centred between the margins. Captions should be formatted with the style tainan_caption (Times New Roman 11pt, centred, line spacing: 1 line, left indent: 1cm, right indent: 1cm)

Tables and figures should be included in the document as JPEG images. Figures will be printed in black and white; in your tables avoid using yellow.

Footnotes

Footnotes are formatted with the style Footnote Text\textsuperscript{1}.

\textsuperscript{1} Times New Roman 9pt, justified, line spacing: 1 line
Literature References

Start the literature references with a heading "References" formatted with the style 'tainan_reference_title' (same as the style Heading 1, without numbering). Please use the referencing styles exactly as shown at the end of these guidelines to ensure consistency throughout the proceedings. See some examples at the end of this document.

Fig. 1: Cathedral of Metz (France)
Table 1: Example of table

**In-Text Citations**

Please use the author-date system and avoid the use of footnotes. Insert the sequence (Name, year) into the main text for a citation to a literature reference. Name refers to the family name of the author and year refers to the year of publication.

To cite several authors delimit the single authors by commas or the symbol &. The phrase et al. is valid for 3 or more authors following the first full citation. The year is written in long form (i.e. 1999) and use running lower case letters if you refer to more than one article of an author of the same year (e.g. Jones, 1999a, 1999b). Where more than one reference is used, separate each reference with a semicolon (e.g. Jones, 1999a; White & Beckett, 1997).

Examples
... this special form (Black & Lines, 1998b) is very ...
... as described by Black and Lines (1998a) ...
... and this argument (Keystone et al., 2000c) is used ...
... across time and space (Jones, 1999a; White & Beckett, 1997).

Where a quote from the source document is included in the text, please refer to the page number, as in Jones (1999a; p.125). Put quotations over two lines in a separate paragraph formatted with the style `tainan_quote` (Times New Roman, 11pt, justified, italic, line spacing: 1.5, lines indent left: 1cm, indent right 1 cm)

“Among the hours of his life to which the writer looks back with peculiar gratitude, as having been marked by more than ordinary fulness of joy or
clearness of teaching, is one passed, now some years ago, near time of sunset, among the broken masses of pine forest which skirt the course of the Ain, above the village of Champagnole, in the Jura.”, Ruskin (1890; p.320)

References

All references should be in APA Version 5 and use the style tainan_reference (same as style tainan_normal_no_ident + hanging 1 cm). The following provides examples of referencing for different sources:


Author, A. A. (Year of publication). Title of work: Capital letter also for subtitle. Location: Publisher.


Ruskin, J. (1890). The seven lamps of architecture. London: George Allen, Sunnyside, Orpington
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